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Attention-Grabbing Headlines
Designing engaging headlines is an ever-moving game of strategy and 
psychology. As soon as one style of headline starts to work well, it gets over-
used and starts ‘sounding’ like a sales message and, as a result, begins filtering 
prospects away from your message.

Fortunately, this happens relatively slowly across a wide range of industries. In 
other words, as one headline loses its power in one industry, it might still be fresh 
and productive in another.

The following headline templates have been provided as a guide to designing 
great Engagement Pitches and headlines for your Inceptive Campaigns.

Do you suffer from... ?

Headlines that start with ‘Do you suffer...’ can be very attractive to whomever is 
suffering with whatever ends the question. And, there are a variety of ways to ask 
the opening question:

Do you suffer from occasional cash flow stresses and worries? 
Do you find yourself worrying about your retirement savings as you get older?
Are you currently suffering from poor sleep or feelings of fatigue?

Warnings

Warnings are very attractive because they immediately appeal to people’s desire 
to avoid pain or loss. These headlines are used often so you want to make sure 
they are well targeted and the more specific they are the better.

Do not buy coaching or mentoring until you have read this report!
Do not drink one more glass of milk until you know these three things!
Do not invest one more cent in the stock market until you see one disturbing fact!
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Overcoming Challenges

Like Warning Headlines, headlines that offer to help people overcome certain 
challenges are also quite effective when well targeted and delivered.

Overcome the first three challenges in web design.
Most people find the second three months in business the hardest; here is why. 
What most people find most challenging about raising kids.

Everyone Wants to Know

Telling people that ‘everyone’ wants to know something engages the natural 
desire people have to stick with the crowd or not be left behind.

What everyone needs to know before booking their trip to Vegas.
What everyone needs to know before climbing Kilimanjaro.
What everyone needs to know before they say, “I do.”

Results. Now.

Headlines that promise an immediate result are highly attractive to people and 
can inspire great response.  

How to immediately get twice as many leads on the same marketing budget. 
How to lose 10 pounds in 10 days without feeling hungry.
How to lower your car insurance in 15 minutes or less.

Solving Problems. Permanently.

When people have wrestled with a problem for a long time, the promise that that 
problem could be eliminated forever is very enticing. Using words like never and 
forever make big promises that will intrigue people.

Never worry about money again after taking 7 easy steps.
Never have another headache as long as you follow 3 simple rules.
Get rid of your belly fat forever.
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Pride. And Joy.

Appeal to people’s pride and joy by promising results they can feel proud of.

How to build muscles you can be truly proud of.
How to build a company that you can be proud of.
How to raise children that you will be proud of.

End the Suffering

People suffer. Or at least they often feel as though they are suffering; a headline 
that both identifies what they are suffering with and that then promises or hints at 
a resolution is very attractive when well targeted.

Do you suffer from constant fatigue?
Do you suffer with erectile disfunction? 
Do you suffer with hair loss?

Big Fat Claims; Risk Reversal

We have already discussed risk reversal when designing an irresistible offer and 
it can also be used right in your engagement pitch. By making a Big Fat Claim 
and then some kind of reward should you fail, is a sure fire way to engage the 
right people.

If I can’t cut your bills in half in 30 days I will give you $500 in cash.
If I can’t get you on Google Page one within 30 days I will refund my fee.
If I can’t sell your house within 30 days I will wash your car every week for a 
month!

Avoid these common Mistakes

Nobody wants to make avoidable mistakes. When you highlight that there are 
common mistakes people make in a given area or focus, and that you can help 
them avoid those mistakes, you are offering to help them with things like saving 
money, saving time and avoiding pain.

7 Mistakes Brides Make that they Regret within a Week of Their Wedding.
Do you make these common mistakes when you try to lose weight? 
99 Business Mistakes I have made so you don’t have to.
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Step By Step = Results

Telling people that there are simple steps to take to get the result they want is a 
very enticing pronouncement indeed.

21 things you can do right now to make sure your start up is a success.
31 proven strategies for getting a pay rise.
17 things you must do if you want a New York Times Bestseller.

Many Solutions. One Problem.

People are encouraged when they are given the sense that there are a variety of 
different ways to overcome the challenges they face. By suggesting that there 
are many ways to ‘skin the cat’ you are increasing their belief that at least one of 
those ways will work for them.

121 ways to make money on the internet.
10 ways to look 10 years younger.
9 ways to increase your sales.

Warning Signs

While warnings themselves can be quite enticing, having people notice ‘warning 
signs’ is even more motivating. Compel people to action by highlighting for them 
specific warning signs that danger is coming; why wait for the danger to strike 
when there are warning signs that could help you avoid them.

Keep an eye out for these 5 warning signs that you may have hypertension. 
Watch for these warning signs that your company is headed for trouble.
Watch for these warning signs that your child is headed for serious trouble.

Tell them to Take it Easy or simply Make it Easy for them

People like when things are easy. They really like when something they regarded 
as quite challenging turns out to be much easier than they originally thought.

Discover how quickly and easily you can repair your credit rating.
Lose weight easily and without hunger!
Discover how easy it really is to make money on the internet.
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What is Most important about what is most important to them?

When you know what interests your ITM, you know which news stories might be 
of interest to them. Do some research and dig up something new or interesting 
about those stories and then create headlines about the MOST important thing 
about the things that are MOST important to them.

The Most Important Business News for 10 Years!
The Most Important Property Development News for 18 months!
The Most Important Election News for 40 years!

This can also be used for non-news items:

The Most Important Things to Know about Property Investment in London.
The Most Important Foods to Avoid if you want to lose weight.
The Most Important things to do for a long and happy marriage.

Got a Minute?

Try headlines that ask for a small time commitment and offer a significant result.

Give me 5 minutes and I will predict your financial future.
Give me 1 week and I will get you on PAGE ONE of GOOGLE!
Give me 3 days and I will help you attract your perfect man.
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Did You Know?

Starting a headline with ‘did you know‘ is interesting for a number of reasons. 
First, people don’t like to be left out; they want to know what others know. 
Secondly, when you ask ‘did you know‘ there is a presupposition built into the 
question; notice that the question is in the past tense. In other words, they may 
not have known before but they do now.

Examine this headline:

Did you know that avoiding this one food
group can trigger immediate weight loss?

First of all, it suggests that there is something that other people know that the 
reader does not know. Secondly, it suggests that the knowledge is really simple: 
only one food group! Lastly, when you ask if they ‘did’ know you are implying that 
they NOW know and that, therefore, the rest of the question is already accepted 
as a fact. In other words, that headline really says:

If you remove this one food group from your diet you will easily lose weight; did 
you know that?

Did you know that there is one thing you can do to stop debt collectors from 
calling you?
Did you know that your marketing might actually send people away?
Did you know that there are certain colors that make you way more attractive?

Legislation and Regulation

Another version of ‘did you know’ is to inform people about coming changes to 
the legislation or regulations that relate to their lives or business. Being the one 
that informs them of these changes, or explains the impact of them, gives you the 
opportunity to become their ‘expert’ in that area and, if the news is important to 
them, creates reciprocity.

New Legislation Means All Homes Must Include a Holistic 7 Year Warranty
New Regulations Mean that Your  Website Might Be Rejected by Google!

New Legislation Creates Huge Opportunity on Botswana Stock Exchange
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Tags and Add-ons

Sometimes a headline can be made even more enticing when you a tag or add-
on that promises or alludes to more value or more intrigue.

7 Mistakes Brides Make that They Regret Within a Week of their Wedding (and 
two ways to save thousands of dollars on your honeymoon!)

9 disturbing trends in the housing market that you must know about (the third one 
is downright scary!)

21 simple start-up steps that will get your business off to a great start (and the 
5th one will make you laugh.)

... and it is happening sooner than you think!

... but don’t let your competitors find out!

... you want to know this before your competitors!

... and you will be shocked at how easy it is!
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New Book: Inception Marketing
If you would like to pre-order a copy of Eric’s forthcoming book, Inception 
Marketing, please visit:

http://www.InceptionMarketing.com/book/
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